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1. Introduction

The World Trade Organization (WTO) – which was built around yesterday’s consensus to tackle yesterday’s challenges – is being pushed to breaking point by the entrenched disagreements of today. It will need reimagining if it is to rise to the 21st century challenges confronting humanity. And rise it must.

The great trials confronting humanity imperil lives, not just livelihoods. Climate change, the pandemic, and persistent economic inequalities threaten to tear communities apart, spark social upheavals, and foster extremist politics within nations. Between nations, the same factors create strife that may lead to a fractured global economy, to commercial wars, or even real ones.

What does trade and the WTO have to do with this?

Trade is not the only thing we need to tackle these problems, but there will be no solutions without trade. We cannot fight climate change, repair the economic and health damage caused by the coronavirus disease (COVID-19), or redress economic inequality unless goods, technology, data, expertise, services, and capital move from nations where they are abundant to nations where they are scarce.

This is exactly what trade does. International commerce is driven by arbitrage that moves things from where they are abundant, and thus relatively cheap, to where they are scarce, and thus relatively dear. Much more international commerce will be needed to solve the existential problems. However, the required trade growth will not happen without a high-performing multilateral trade system to provide certainty and to smooth inevitable frictions. This, in turn, requires a WTO that has the status, the clout, and the resources it needs. Call it the ‘WTO rising’ imperative.

---

1 This paper was prepared to assist and support the Government of Indonesia in its G20 presidency as part of a project (Indonesia’s G20: Recover Together, Grow Stronger) led by the Jakarta-based think tank, the Economic Research Institute for ASEAN and East Asia (ERIA).
This short paper focuses on how the WTO can help with two of the challenges: climate change, and economic recovery from the pandemic. This is not to deny that there is ample room for improvement in other areas of the WTO’s portfolio (see Wolff, forthcoming 2022, and others). Before turning to concrete recommendations, we lay out the case that the WTO is simultaneously indispensable and inadequately equipped to handle the scale of difficulties thrown up by climate change and recovery from the pandemic.

2. Buttressing the Climate Rescue’s Trade Pillar

Hundreds of millions of people are at risk from climate change, and the disruption, poverty, hunger, disease, and economic and social inequalities it threatens to unleash and exacerbate (IPCC, 2021). And the matter is pressing. The most recent IPCC report (IPCC, 2021) and the United Nations Environment Programme’s Adaptation Gap Report 2021 (UNEP, 2021) tell us that humanity has only a few decades to rescue itself from the climate change it is causing. The alternative to this climate rescue is human misery on a vast scale.

2.1. Trade is part of the problem but there is also no solution without trade

Solving the problems of too much heat, too little fresh water, and too much seawater (rising seas) all involve know-how moving from nations that have it to nations that do not. Much of this know-how is moving across borders embedded in goods, services, investments, or intellectual property. This is why any solution that mitigates global emissions without trapping billions in perpetual poverty will require much more trade. As WTO Director-General Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala put it in a recent speech, ‘There is no going green, without going global’.

Taking food, for example, a 2018 FAO report points out that food will be much harder to grow in parts of the world where there are many people and easier to grow in places where there are few people (FAO, 2018). If the billions that are alive today and those to be born by 2050 are to be fed, trade in food must surge, and along with it the movement of agrochemicals, fertilisers, and heat- and drought-resistant variants. Again, that requires more trade.

How, though, will economies pay for the escalation of climate change mitigation efforts and adaptations? Equally critically, how will economies (especially developing and least developed economies) manage the trade-offs between faster and greener growth? Aid, solidarity, and corporate social responsibility programmes can be expected to play their part but are unlikely to be enough. The power of the market must be harnessed. Countries importing know-how must generate their own counterflows of goods and services. This will require economies, most notably advanced economies, to remain open.

None of this is to deny that trade is part of the climate problem. International trade is, after all, woven into the fabric of almost every economic activity on the planet – and most of these activities

---

2 A preview of Wolff (forthcoming) is available in Wolff (2022). Also see Srinivasan (2020), Gao (2021), and Hopewell (2021), inter alia.

emit greenhouse gases. Trade is thus inseparable from the climate emergency. However, would curtailing trade make things better or worse?

An analogy might help. Agriculture is responsible for about a fifth of greenhouse gas emissions, but no one argues that we should solve the climate crisis by eliminating agriculture. Starving humanity will not save humanity. The answer with food production – as it is with trade – is to acknowledge that food and trade are simultaneously parts of the problem and integral elements of the solution. They are essential pillars of economic activity that both support human life and drive climate change.

2.2. Frictions are coming – and the system must step up to manage them

Government interventions encouraging more sustainable production, consumption, and growth are positive and desirable, but they will produce trade frictions. Foreign subsidies, for instance, risk causing a domestic backlash if constituencies feel they are being forced to sacrifice disproportionately or are being cheated in the competition for the jobs of the future. Such level-the-playing-field thinking underpins the European Union’s proposed Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM), and it has already caused frictions. A Japanese government spokesperson at the June 2021 G7 meeting, for instance, said the CBAM sparked ‘one of the quite controversial, heated discussions among the concerned parties’ (Mathiesen, Vela, and Webber, 2021).

Without the WTO as a space to share and discuss policies and their resultant frictions, there is a real risk of nations squabbling while Rome burns. Starkly put, there will be no climate rescue without trade, and managing trade’s role and the inevitable frictions that will arise. There is no getting around this. The touchstone thesis of the rules-based trade system is that governments set some basic rules of the game, and businesses decide what to make and how based on market signals. Climate mitigation and adaptation, however, require governments to alter or override market signals in ways that re-enforce the fight against climate change.

Put differently, the tools that governments use today to fight climate change, and will increasingly use tomorrow, will unavoidably alter markets in ways that will upset trade partners. As policies such as procurement preferences, production, research, and development (R&D), and consumption subsidies and taxes increasingly incorporate climate considerations, they will inevitably create winners and losers. The losers will object. Even if used exclusively in good faith, and innocent of all protectionist intent, policies like border tax adjustments aimed at reducing carbon leakage and/or reducing competitiveness losses, or supply-side subsidies designed to encourage domestic production and export of green goods, will still predictably create reactions by trade partners that could easily degenerate into retaliatory cycles. International competition for so-called ‘green jobs’, while positive, is a likely source of such disputes.

One clear example is that the rush into green industries and the creation of green jobs may create situations akin to what we see in steel. There is every risk of governments subsidising and protecting the same politically attractive green industries while neglecting others; and utilising protectionist measures which limit import competition, harm innovation, and curtail the dissemination of new technologies.
While binding rules to prevent the frictions above would be desirable, and we envisage and commend the work of negotiators trying to arrive at a consensus towards them, we must be realistic. The odds of the WTO agreeing on such rules are incredibly low, and climate governance is such a new field that any rule-making today could risk imperilling the policy innovations of tomorrow. Rather, as discussed below, we need mechanisms, procedures, and forums to facilitate transparency and discussion around the policies governments are contemplating and implementing.

Without such a space, there is every risk that governments, operating on imperfect information about the policies of their neighbours and facing political pressure at home, will react in ways that hinder the climate rescue.

3. Reducing Poverty and Hastening the Economic Recovery with ‘Telemigration’

COVID-19 is devastating livelihoods as well as lives. It threw almost 100 million into extreme poverty in 2020 (Gerszon Mahler et al., 2021). A recovery is under way, but moving slowly and unevenly, and is now imperilled by economic shocks arising from a polarising conflict in Europe. The multilateral trade system can help reverse the damage by fostering job creation. As International Labour Organization (ILO) Director-General Guy Ryder phrased it, ‘Without a deliberate effort to accelerate the creation of decent jobs … the lingering effects of the pandemic could be with us for years in the form of lost human and economic potential, and higher poverty and inequality’ (ILO, 2021a).

Creating export jobs is hard, but recent developments in international commerce offer hope that the multilateral trade system can boost job creation rapidly. The hope lies in services trade, especially ‘telemigration’, which means international telework (Baldwin, 2019). These opportunities are widely underappreciated despite several recent high-profile reports stressing the role of services trade in development (WTO, 2019; Nayyar, Hallward-Driemeier, and Davies, 2021; ILO, 2021b; ADB, 2022). Online work also has implications for women’s opportunities since, as ILO (2021b: 22) noted, ‘The preference or need to work from home or for job flexibility is particularly important for women in developing and developed countries alike’.

3.1. Exports of ‘intermediate services’ are booming

Trade in goods has stagnated for a decade, but trade in services has not (Figure 12.1). World goods trade grew 4% from 2011 to 2019, but Other Commercial Services (OCS), which basically means office work, rose by 50%, with the growth of travel and transport service exports lying in between. COVID-19 decimated travel and transport, but OCS held up. Goods trade is still the largest component (76%), but services now account for almost a quarter of export earnings globally. As the figures show, two of the three regions hardest hit by the pandemic (Africa, and Latin America and the Caribbean) saw goods exports fall during 2011–2019 but saw service exports boom. Least developed countries’ exports experienced slow growth that contrasts sharply with a boom in services (from a small base).
Figure 12.1: Export Growth in Goods and Services Trade, 2011–2019, and 2019 Export Shares

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8-year export growth: Goods versus Services</th>
<th>Goods</th>
<th>Other Commercial services</th>
<th>Travel &amp; Transport services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of region's total exports in 2019</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>-22%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of region's total exports in 2019</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Least-developed countries</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of region's total exports in 2019</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South and Central America and the Caribbean</td>
<td>-22%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of region's total exports in 2019</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Pandemic disruptions caused travel and transport services to collapse in 2019 and 2020. In 2020, world goods trade and services trade amounted to US$17.6 trillion and US$4.9 trillion, respectively.

What sort of services are being exported from, say, Africa? Data from the WTO show that Africa is experiencing rapid export growth in service sectors that some may not associate with African competitiveness. For instance, between 2011 and 2019, R&D services exports rose by 448% (from a small base), professional and management consulting services by 192%, and financial services by 56%. For complete details, see WTO (2019).

This happened because digital technology opened the door to trade in ‘intermediate services’. The notion of intermediates is familiar when it comes to goods – intermediates are to produce things while final goods are consumed. Likewise, intermediate services are services that go into the production of things, but which do not get delivered directly to the clients. For example, legal research behind a court filing is an intermediate service, while the court filing is the final service.
Before the information and communication technology (ICT) revolution made it easy to coordinate complex processes over long distances, most intermediate services were undertaken by the company producing the final service. Now, however, many intermediate services are provided by contract suppliers. The contractors are often domestic, but increasingly they are sitting abroad given the vast wage difference between advanced and emerging markets. This is creating export-linked jobs for bookkeepers, forensic accountants, CV screeners, administrative assistants, online client help staff, graphic designers, copy editors, personal assistants, travel agents, software engineers, and the like. Calculations using the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Inter-Country Input-Output (ICIO) matrix show that more than half of all existing service-sector exports are intermediate services rather than final services (authors’ calculations).

An important point is that intermediate services face few barriers because existing service-sector regulations overwhelmingly target final services only (OECD, 2022).

3.2. Service-export-linked jobs are booming

Service exports tend to be ‘job-rich’ since services tend to be labour intensive. This point can be seen in OECD data that use ICIO analysis to calculate the number of jobs associated with trade in all sectors, including service sectors. The data only cover OECD members and a few large non-members, but they are revealing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 12.1: Importance of Business Service Exports in Overall Job Creation 2011–2018 (in thousand)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


For a selection of nations, Table 12.1 shows the number of jobs created in the country overall (first column), and those related to exports in the second and third columns. In Mexico and Brazil, business service jobs linked to exports were a big slice of the total, economy-wide job creation. In Turkey, the figure (about 15%) was smaller, but new Turkish jobs that were linked to business services were a third of all new export-linked jobs. In South Africa, service exports accounted for a high share of all export-linked job creation (about 90%). For Indonesia, export-linked business-service job creation was a much smaller component of total job creation, but since non-service export jobs actually fell in the country, the service-export-linked job creation (equal to 1.357 million) was more than 100% of export-job creation in all sectors.
The point is that services exports are already an important source of export jobs. The expansion is widespread and includes least developed nations which were hit so hard by COVID-19. This is why we believe that supporting intermediate services exports is one vital way for G20 leaders to foster economic recovery from the pandemic and reverse the rise in poverty.

Critically, from a poverty reduction point of view, the jobs in services export sectors are providing opportunities to segments of the population that do not historically benefit as strongly from manufacturing-led growth, as well as to small and medium-sized enterprises which might otherwise struggle to harness the capital, global reach, or economies of scale to compete internationally in goods. There is an inclusivity dividend to be collected if governments work hard enough.

4. Specific policy recommendations

Ensuring that trade helps rather than hinders the climate rescue and helps speed up the recovery with service-export-linked jobs are two very concrete challenges that G20 leaders can address in 2022. We start with trade’s contribution to the climate rescue.

4.1. Building the trade pillar of the climate rescue

The first specific recommendation on climate is premised on three realities: (i) there will be no climate rescue without a well-functioning world trade system; (ii) the trade system will come under enormous stress since national climate plans involve policies – like subsidies, border taxes, and preferential government procurement – that will inevitably create trade clashes; and (iii) to keep the climate rescue on track, G20 leaders must prevent the conflicts from derailing adoption of national climate policies.

Recommendation No. 1: There is nothing new about the disputes that will arise, but disputes over policies motivated by concern for humanity’s future should be treated differently from ordinary commercial disputes. G20 leaders should create a process, together with the WTO leadership, that prepares the ground for climate-related disputes, and ultimately leads to a new infrastructure for handling climate-related disputes via mediation, negotiation, discussion, and adjudication (a restored or reimagined binding dispute settlement mechanism would be an optimal outcome even if it is unlikely in the short term).

The new process should start with scientific, economic, legal, and political fact-finding and analysis. The process should be open, transparent, and inclusive. We stress that it must include scientific expertise since the efficacy of climate policies will surely matter in the disputes, and rapid technological advances are continually changing the meaning of ‘least trade-distorting’ policies. Given its existing expertise and near-universal membership, the WTO should be provided with the necessary resources and mandate to evolve and take on this new role.

This new system need not be a revolution. The WTO of today has mechanisms for addressing these frictions but they are limited, siloed, and do not systematically recognise the climate imperative. We propose the establishment of holistic and sustainability-centric procedures and
guidelines. The new infrastructure should enable the WTO and its strengthened and empowered the Secretariat to rise as a facilitator and illuminator of these climate-related disagreements, and an honest broker providing good offices where day-to-day tensions can be aired, discussed, moderated, and resolved.

As part of this, G20 leaders should stress the usefulness of the Trade and Environmental Sustainability Structured Discussions (TESSD) that are already ongoing at the WTO. These discussions, which are typical of the new WTO approach that allows like-minded members to cooperate under the WTO umbrella, are not a replacement for the mandated Committee on Trade and Environment; they are a supplement. The key point is that like-minded nations will cooperate somewhere. It might as well be in the WTO since it has a long tradition of openness and inclusion. There is no ‘Security Council’ or ‘Executive Board’ in the WTO.

TESSD meetings, open to any WTO member whether they are a signatory or not, represent the most established and active venue to host discussions between all WTO members about the types of policies they are contemplating, how these will impact other members, and how emerging frictions can be managed. Importantly and unusually, TESSD is also open to stakeholders other than governments, lending its deliberations an inclusivity vital to maintaining public support and ensuring maximal, broad input.

G20 policymakers have an opportunity to demonstrate leadership around this initiative by agreeing to participate actively in TESSD meetings and supporting the WTO Secretariat in fully resourcing and supporting them. Critically, participation in the TESSD and its deliberations need not entail a commitment to participate in any evolution of the TESSD towards plurilateral rule-making, which some G20 Members consider inappropriate.

More broadly, G20 policymakers should recommit their officials and ministries to fully embracing the monitoring, deliberation, and transparency pillars of the WTO, especially on climate-related issues. Though not as headline-grabbing as negotiations or disputes, the WTO’s role in shining a light on policies and allowing their implications to be discussed may prove even more critical to preventing the climate rescue descending into green trade wars.

Link the trade and climate communities

The climate and trade communities are siloed and separated. This cannot continue. The WTO should be explicitly included in efforts to advance, amplify, and coordinate the climate rescue. Thus:

Recommendation No. 2: G20 leaders should call for the creation of a meeting co-chaired by the WTO Director-General and the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) Executive Secretary or UNFCCC Conference of the Parties (COP) presidency on the programme of each COP meeting. The meeting would have as its goal the coordination of international efforts on trade and climate. A signal, from the very top, that trade policy is an ally of the climate fight, and that climate is an indispensable consideration for trade policy, is imperative. The G20, and then the WTO and COP in partnership, can provide that signal.
4.2. Facilitating the economic recovery with service export jobs
Emerging and developing country service exports have boomed with little or no international cooperation. India’s services export miracle, for instance, was accomplished without a single trade agreement being signed. We believe service exports, and the creation of associated jobs, will continue to thrive given the lack of formal barriers to trade in intermediate services and the explosive pace at which digital technology is making remote workers seem less remote. There are, nevertheless, some steps that G20 leaders should take to prevent new roadblocks being placed on this new pathway to prosperity.

In the medium run, the rapid growth of telemigration will change the lives of office workers and professionals and create upheaval in advanced economies just as the rapid rise of manufactured exports did during the last decades (Baldwin, 2019). The upheaval is then very likely to produce new forms of protection to limit telemigration that will look quite different to protection in goods sectors. It is not feasible to put Trump tariffs on, say, companies in the United States having telemigrants check receipts against expense claims. One possible backlash may be to use privacy and national security regulations to hinder the necessary cross-border information flows.

Recommendation No. 3: To manage a future backlash, G20 leaders should establish an eminent persons’ group to think ahead about how the WTO can anticipate and monitor the backlash, suggest updates to the rules-based multilateral trading system necessary to accommodate the rapid rise of services trade, and rethink the trade–development nexus and the WTO’s role.

As with the 1958 Haberler Report, the committee should prognosticate how the world trade system can address these barriers in a fair, transparent, and inclusive fashion. Part of the mandate should be to develop significantly improved ways of measuring services trade, and of identifying barriers to trade in intermediate services. Today, the measurement of telemigration is abysmal since statistics on trade in services have not received the attention and resources that they deserve in the 21st century. The WTO should be given the resources to investigate ways of setting up development-friendly statistics gathering, potentially through new or expanded partnerships with others like the International Monetary Fund (IMF).

5. Concluding remarks: The ‘WTO rising’ imperative

The measures we call for in this paper are not dramatic. We do not suggest that G20 leaders call for a grand new update to the WTO rules; a treaty-based, unified global carbon price; or a restoration of the WTO Appellate Body. While laudable goals, the likelihood of securing a consensus on these changes in the time we have is low. However, there are still practical steps to be taken.

---

4 A report by a panel of four eminent experts commissioned to forecast trade trends and provide suggestions for the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) contracting parties before the 13th Session in Geneva on 16 October 1958 (GATT, 1958).
G20 leaders can provide the WTO with an infusion of the political capital and focus that it needs to rise and evolve to meet the challenges of the 21st century. Perhaps even more critically, by focusing on the monitoring pillar and enhancing the WTO’s function as a transparency and discussion forum, G20 leaders can give the organisation new life without first solving long-standing areas of contention.

More broadly, to ensure that international commerce plays its role in tackling humanity’s existential challenges, the status and clout of the WTO must rise. International commerce will be one of the economic mainstays in the fight against climate change and extreme poverty, and the global effort to reduce inequality via the creation of export-linked jobs in developing and emerging economies. The WTO rising imperative is about increasing the likelihood that international commerce remains as rules based as possible while supporting sustainable, inclusive, and equitable growth.

Above all, a mindset change is needed. Leaders must recognise that the WTO is not just about commercial calculations best left to diplomats and trade ministers. It is about coming together to find ways of countering the challenges that endanger humanity. It is about saving millions of lives. It is about countering developments that threaten to lock billions into perpetual poverty. It is a place that requires head-of-state attention and the status to match. We are arguing that G20 leaders need to perceive trade as part of the solution to humanity’s existential challenges, and ‘WTO rising’ as an imperative.
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